
Big Data Analytics 

Solution for a Full-Service 

Global Dining Company

ATTENTION. ALWAYS.



THE CUSTOMER

THE CHALLENGE

The customer, operating from the US, is one of the largest full-
service restaurant partners in the world with over 3700 franchise 
restaurants in 18 countries across the world. With two of the most 
popular restaurant chains integrated under their brand, the 
customer has redefined branding and franchising in the food 
industry.

Our customer wasn’t able to connect the dots between disparate 
data points across scattered geographical silos. They couldn’t get a 
pulse on:

Who are my regular customers in demographic and 
psychographic terms?

How do I stay relevant and attuned to their behaviour and 
preferences?

How do I improve sales across geographies?3



To gather data from disparate sources including on-premises 
databases, partner systems and public data like census 
information, weather data, competitors’ sales records etc. 
and correlate them to identify their influence in the 
restaurant’s everyday sales.

To analyse the gathered data to understand which messages 
would deliver tangible value and spike customer interest 
among diverse groups.

To ultimately help the customer understand their audience 
better by extracting taste and preference patterns with just 
food choices, service feedback and location data.

360 degree view of the restaurant: Using PropelStream, 
Aspire’s team designed a data lake on the cloud using 
structured, semi-structured and alternative data and 
established a unified view for the customer.

Tailor-made Customer Service: An analytical solution to let 
the customer understand their diners by segmenting them 
into promotable groups and creating a recommended menu 
based on their ordering patterns and cuisine preferences. 

Sentiment Analysis: To help the individual restaurants 
identify the important areas relating to food, service and 
ambience delivered to the diners and understand the grey 
areas. 

Anomaly Detection System: To distinguish genuine and 
duplicate responses to reduce the margins for errors. 

Data Security: As the client chose to store data from all their 
franchises in the same system and also share some of the 
analytics results with individual franchises, the complete 
solution was designed to ensure proper authorization and 
access in every step.
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THE SOLUTION Aspire was consulted to provide them with a Big Data architecture 
that will deliver the right message to the targeted audience 
modelled into relevant personas. 

Aspire’s team came up with a comprehensive big data and 
analytics solution using PropelStream, a highly scalable distributed 
stream processing and analytics solution designed in-house. Some 
of the key implementations include:

They were in need of a solution that would connect the dots and 
then build actionable insights. An intelligent solution that would 
whet their appetite for Big Data and resonate with their growth 
story! A story connecting one dot at a time

Using PropelStream, 

Aspire’s team designed 

a data lake on the 

cloud using structured, 

semi-structured and 

alternative data and 

established a unified 

view for the customer.



PropelStream has been designed to convert the challenges of 
dominant business use cases with simple user data. Some of the 
important characteristics of the framework are:

Analytics with PropelStream:

Processes data from all sources and transforms them into 
homogenized data.

Allows rapid decision making with predictive messages that 
are accessible from any device.

Microservices architecture ensures effortless scaling out of 
the algorithms.

Helps in building a consolidated information management 
system.

Allows easier integration of the modules with the existing IT 
infrastructure

The framework can be made available on premise or on 
cloud with minimal setup and configuration changes.

Ensures improved security of the data that is stored and 
processed.

The efficient design allows no dark data to be left behind for 
analytics.

Big Data
Amazon ElasticMapReduce, Apache NiFi, 
Kafka and Solr

Machine Learning
Apache Mahout, Spark MLlib and scikit-learn

Natural Language Processing
IBM Watson and Stanford CoreNLP

Microservices
Spring Cloud integrated with Netflix Eureka

Languages
Java (Data Engineering), Python/R (Data 
Science)

Analytics
MicroStrategy (Desktop and Cloud Editions)



FUTURE IMPACT

The customer, with the help of Aspire’s advanced analytics 
solution, has been able to channelize their data resulting in better 
decision making to accelerate ROI and envision winning strategies 
for the future. 

BUSINESS 
BENEFITS

Aspire’s flagship PropelStream framework has proven 
to accelerate analytics solution implementation by 
30% as opposed to developing a similar solution 
from scratch.

The team’s approach in combining internal and 
external data sources enabled the customer to have 
a unified view of their information and also helped 
them accelerate decision making to close critical 
sales deals.

Within a few weeks, the team was able to come up 
with a PoC and started reaping data insights 
subsequently. 

The customized NLP solution ensured that the 
customer got an efficient system as a one-time-
investment and cut down their costs up to 60%.

60%
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